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NOTES ON WEAKLY-SEMISIMPLE RINGS

YIQIANG ZHOU

Responding to a question on right weakly semisimple rings due to Jain, Lopez-
Permouth and Singh, we report the existence of a non-right-Noetherian ring R for
which every uniform cyclic right it-module is weakly-injective and every uniform
finitely generated right .R-module is compressible. We show that a ring R is a right
Noetherian ring for which every cyclic right .R-module is weakly iZ-injective if and
only if R is a right Noetherian ring for which every uniform cyclic right .R-module
is compressible if and only if every cyclic right iZ-module is compressible. Finally,
we characterise those modules M for which every finitely generated (respectively,
cyclic) module in <r[M] is compressible.

0. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION

All rings R are associative with identity and all modules are unitary right R-
modules. For a module M and a submodule N, N ^ e M denotes that N is essential in
M. As usual, E(M) and Z(M) indicate the injective hull and the singular submodule
of M respectively. The module M is said to be tight (respectively, R-tight) if every
finitely generated (respectively, cyclic) submodule of E(M) is embeddable in M, while
M is defined to be weakly-injective (respectively, weakly iE-injective) if for any finitely
generated (respectively, cyclic) submodule Y of E(M) there exists a submodule X of
E(M) such that Y C X = M (see [3] and [5]). A module is called a compressible
module if it is embeddable in each of its essential submodules [9]. Rings for which all
modules are weakly-injective, called right weakly semisimple rings, were introduced by
Jain, Lopez-Permouth and Singh [7] and studied in [1, 6, 7, 11, 12].

The following characterisations of right weakly-semisimple rings were obtained in

[7]-

THEOREM 0 . The following are equivalent for a ring R:

(i) R is a right weakly-semisimple ring;
(ii) Every finitely generated R-module is weakly-injective and R is right

Noetherian;
(iii) Every cyclic R-module is weakly-injective and R is right Noetherian;
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518 Y. Zhou [2]

(iv) Every uniform cyclic R-module is weakly-injective and R is right Noethe-
rian;

(v) Every uniform finitely generated R-module is compressible and R is right
Noetherian.

It is open whether or not one may remove the Noetherian condition from any of the
equivalent statements (ii) through (v) in the above theorem (see [6] or [7]). Here we shall
report an example of a ring R which is not a right Noetherian ring but for which every
uniform cyclic module is weakly-injective and every uniform finitely generated module
is compressible. Motivated by Theorem 0, we characterise the right Noetherian rings R
for which every cychc .R-module is weakly .R-injective and the right Noetherian rings R
for which every uniform cyclic R-module is compressible. These rings are also mentioned
as worthy of study in [7]. We shall show that the two classes of rings coincide and each
can be characterised as being those rings for which every cyclic module is compressible.
We shall call a ring R a right CC-ring if R satisfies one of these equivalent conditions.
[This terminology has been used differently in [8].] In Section 3, we consider analogues
of right weakly semisimple rings and right CC-rings to modules. For any module M, we
denote by <r[M] the full subcategory of Mod— R, whose objects are the submodules of
M-generated modules, and by EM(N) the M-injective hull of a module N which is the
trace of M in E(M), that is, EM{N) = £{ / (M) : / G Rom(M,E{N))} (see [14]).
We present characterisations, for those modules M for which every finitely generated
(respectively, cychc) module in a[M] is compressible. These characterisations extend
naturally the corresponding results of right weakly semisimple rings and right CC-rings.

1. THE EXAMPLE
oo _ _

EXAMPLE 1. Let Q = ]J F{, where each Ft - Z2 = {0,1}, be the full product of rings
t

oo

Z2, R the subring of Q generated by 0 Fi and 1Q , and I an arbitrary right ideal of
1 = 1

i i . Then R is not a right Noetherian ring and
00

(a) SOC(RR) = 0 F{ is the only proper essential right ideal of R and
t=i

R/SOC(RR) is a two-element field;
(b) R/I is .R-injective if I C SOC(RR) and Soc(R)/I is finitely generated;
(c) R/I is JZ-injective if / % Soc{R);
(d) R/I is .R-injective and simple if R/I is uniform. Therefore every uniform

.R-module is simple and compressible.
PROOF: It is easy to check (a). We let 7r;(a) denote the tth component of the

element a in Q. Note that, for a £ Q, a £ R if and only if ^i(a) — a for all but
finitely many i 's with a = 0 or 1.
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(b) Suppose that J C SOC(RR) and Soc(R)/I is finitely generated. We can
write I = 0 F<, where V is a subset of N . Let / : SOC(RR) —» R/I be an R-

homomorphism. Clearly / C K e r ( / ) , and we may write Ker ( / ) = 0 F,-, where

V C W C N . It can be easily checked that the restriction of / on 0 F< coincides

with TTOe, where e is the identity map on 0 Fi and TT : R —> R/I is the canonical
i€N\W

homomorphism. Let /3 be in Q satisfying 7r;(/?) = 0 for precisely i £ W, and = T
if i £ N \ W. Since Soc(R)/I is finitely generated, the set N \ V and hence the set
N \ W is finite. Therefore, /3 is in R. Define g : R —> R/I by 3(1) =/3 + I. Then g
extends / .

(c) Suppose that I £ SOC(RR) . Then there exists a finite subset U of N such

that a £ / if and only if TVi(a) = 0 for every i £ U. So we have R = I
\i€U

and R/I = 0 F j . Therefore, to show R/I is .R-injective, it suffices to show that

each F; is .R-injective. Let / : SOC(RR) —> Fi be a nonzero R-homomorphism. Then
Ker( / ) = 0 Fj and f\F. = 1. Define g : R —> Fi by Tr;(</(1)) = 0 if j ^ i and

m(g{l)) = T. Then g extends / .

(d) Suppose that R/I is uniform. Case 1: / 2 SOC(RR). As above, we have

R = J © ( 0 Fi J , where U is a finite subset of N . Then R/I =* 0 Fi. Since

R/I is uniform, \U\ = 1 and hence R/I is simple. It follows from (c) that R/I is
injective. Case 2: / C SOC(RR). Since R/I is uniform, SOC(RR)/I must be zero or
simple, and hence finitely generated. By (6), R/I is injective. If / = Soc(R), then

= R/Soc(R) is simple. If / C Soc(R), then Soc(R)/I is uniform. Thus / = 0 Fj

for some j . Then .R/I = [Soc(.R)/I] © ( J / / ) , where J = {a G i i : ^ ( a ) = 0}. This
contradicts the uniformness of R/I. U

2. RINGS WHOSE CYCLICS ARE COMPRESSIBLE

A module M is called a V-module if every simple .R-module is M-injective. The
following lemma is an easy corollary of Shock [13, Thorem 3.8].

LEMMA 2 . For a F-moduie M, M is Noetherian if and only if every factor
module of M has finitely generated socle.

THEOREM 3 . T ie following are equivalent for a ring R:

(a) Every R-module is weakly R-injective (or R-tigbt);

(b) R is right Noetberian and every finitely generated R-module is weakly

R-injective (or R-tigbt);
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(c) R is right Noetheriaji and every cyclic R-module is weakly R-iojective

(or R-tight);

(d) R is right Noetherian and every uniform cyclic R-module is weakly R-

injective (or R-tight);

(e) R is right Noetherian and every uniform cyclic R-module is compressible;

(f ) Every cyclic R-module is compressible.

PROOF: (/) => (e). For any simple .R-module M, each xR C E(M) is embed-
dable in M since MdxR <e xR. This implies that E(M) is simple. Thus M = E(M)
is injective. Therefore, RR is a V-module. Next we show that every cyclic .R-module
has finitely generated socle. For a cyclic .R-module N, we have a submodule X of N
maximal with respect to Soc(N) PI X = 0 and hence Soc(N) is essentially embeddable
in N/X. Since N/X is compressible, we have an embedding N/X •—> Soc(N), im-
plying that N/X is a semisimple module. This shows that Soc(N) = N/X is finitely
generated. Therefore, by Lemma 2, R is a right Noetherian ring.

(e) => ( / ) . Let M = xR be a cyclic module and N ^e M. Since R is right
Noetherian, M has finite Goldie dimension. Then there exist cyclic uniform submodules
XiR (i = I , - - ,n) of M such that x\R -\ (- xnR = x1R®---®xnR ^eJVCM.

Therefore, E(M) S EfaR) © • • • © E(xnR). Write f(x) = 2/1+ \-yn with T/i G
E ( x i R ) . N o t e t h a t e a c h i / i ^ 0 . T h e n M ^ f ( M ) = (Vl + • • • + y n ) R C y i R ® - - - ®

ynR- Since X{R n y,-iZ ^ e yiR and j/ji? is uniform, we have yiR •—> XiR. Define

g : yiR © • • • © 2/n# —> «i-R © • • • ffi xnR by 5(3/^1 H (- i/nrn) = 5i(yi)r! H h
9°/

^nd/n)'"?! (all r» 6 -R)- Then 5 is one-to-one and we have M <—> TV, showing that M
is compressible.

To complete the proof, we note two facts. First, it is straightforward to verify that
every cyclic (respectively, uniform cyclic) iZ-module is compressible if and only if every
.R-module (respectively, uniform JR-module) is .R-tight. Next, from [6, 2.8], we see that
for a ring R for which every cyclic .R-module has finitely generated socle, an .R-inodule
M is tight (respectively, .R-tight) if and only if M is weakly-injective (respectively,
weakly .R-injective). Therefore, the remaining equivalences follow from these facts and
the equivalence (e) <=> (/) . U

From now on, we call a ring R a right CC-ring if R satisfies any one of the

equivalent conditions in Theorem 3.

It is known that, for a semiprime right Goldie ring R, R is left Goldie if and only

if every finitely generated non-singular il-module is embeddable in a free module [10] if

and only if every finitely generated non-singular .R-module is compressible [9, 2.2.15].

We need the following proposition for the next characterisation of right CC-rings.
PROPOSITION 4 . Tie following are equivalent for a semiprime right Goldie ring
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R:

(a) Every cyclic non-singular R-module is embeddable in a free module;
(b) Every cyclic non-singular R-module is compressible;
(c) RR is R-tight.

PROOF: The implication (a) => (b) follows from [15, Theorem 5], while (6) => (c)
is obvious.

(c) => (a). Let M = xR be non-singular. We let Q be the right classical quotient
ring of R. Then Q is a semisimple ring. Consider the right Q-module M 0 Q • Clearly

R
M®Q = (x (g» 1)Q is cyclic. Since Q is a semisimple ring, M 0 Q is a semisimple

R . R
Q-module, implying that M 0 Q is of finite length as a Q-module. By [4, Exercise

R
6E, p.104], M has finite Goldie dimension and so there exist uniform cyclic submodules
XiR (i = I , - - ,n) of M such that xi.R-\ \- xnR — xxR © • • • © xnR ^ e M. Then
E{M) ^ E(xxR)@- • @E(xnR). Write f(x) = Vl+-- -+yn with yi G E(xiR). We have
M = f{x)R = (yi H 1- yn)R Q yiR © • • • © ynR. Therefore, to show (a) it suffices
to show that every uniform cyclic non-singular right .R-module is embeddable in a free
module. So we may assume that M = xR is uniform. Since xR is non-singular, x1- is
not essential in R. Thus, x1- D / — 0 for some 0 ^ / C J2R, implying / •—> xR. Then
E(I) := E(xR) since xR is uniform. Now it follows from (c) that xR is embeddable
in R. U

Let R be a right Ore-domain but not a left Ore-domain and T = M?{R) be the
2 x 2 matrix ring over R. Then T is a semiprime right Goldie ring, TT is not T-tight
[6, Remark 3.7], and RR is R-tight.

THEOREM 5 . Tie following are equivalent for a ring R:

(a) R is a right CC-ring;
(b) R is a right Ql-ring, RR is R-tight, and every singular cyclic R-module

is compressible;
(c) R is semiprime right Goldie, RR is R-tight, and every singular cyclic

R-module is compressible.

PROOF: (a) =>• (6). By Boyle [2], right QJ-rings can be characterised as being
those right Noetherian rings for which every uniform cyclic module is strongly-prime,
where a module M is called strongly-prime if M is contained in every nonzero quasi-
injective submodule of E(M). Note that every uniform cyclic module being com-
pressible implies every uniform cyclic module being strongly-prime. Therefore, the
implication follows from Theorem 3.

(6) => (c). Obvious.
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(c) =>• (o). Let M = xR be a cyclic module and N «Je M. There exists a
non-singular submodule K of N such that Z(N) © K ^ e N C M. Then £ ( M ) =
E(Z{N))@E{K). Write a; = a+6 , where a G £(£(JV)) and 6 6 E(K). Since i? is right
non-singular, aR is singular. Then, by (c), we have ail •—• Z(N) since Z(iV) D aR Sje

a.R. Note that bR is non-singular and hence is compressible by Proposition 4. It follows
that bR^> K since K C\bR^ebR. Therefore, we have aR@bR^> Z(N) ®KCN,

implying xR •—> N. Therefore, M is compressible. D

3. M O D U L E ANALOGUES OF RIGHT WEAKLY SEMISIMPLE RINGS AND RIGHT

CC-RINGS

DEFINITION 6: Let M and N be R-modules. N is said to be tight (respectively,
.R-tight) with respect to M, if every finitely generated (respectively, cyclic) submodule
of EM{N) is embeddable in N. N is said to be weakly-injective (respectively, weakly
il-injective) with respect to M, if for every finitely generated (respectively, cyclic)
submodule Y of EM(N) there exists X C EM(N) such that Y <Z X ^ N.

REMARKS 7. (1) For any generator M in Mod-R, a module N is tight (or .R-tight,
or weakly-injective, or weakly i2-injective, respectively) with respect to M if and only
if N is tight (or .R-tight, or weakly-injective, or weakly .R-injective, respectively).

(2) A tight (respectively, .R-tight) module N is tight (respectively, .R-tight) with
respect to M for any M G Mod-R. But if R = Z and M = Z2 then E(M) = Z2(oo)
and EM(M) = Z 2 . Therefore, M is tight with respect to M but not .R-tight.

(3) A weakly-injective .R-module may not be weakly .R-injective with respect to
some module M. For instance, consider R = Z4 and M = 2R. Then E(RR) — R

and EM(R) — M. Therefore RR is weakly-injective. Obviously there does not exist
X C EM(R) such that M C X = R. Thus, RR is not weakly .R-injective with respect
to M.

THEOREM 8 . The following are equivalent for a module M:

(a) Every module in a[M] is weakly R-injective (or R-tight) with respect to

M;

(b) M is locally Noetherian and every finitely generated module in <r[M] is

weakly R-injective (or R-tight) with respect to M;

(c) M is locally Noetherian and every cyclic module in a[M] is weakly R-

injective (or R-tight) with respect to M;

(d) M is locally Noetherian and every uniform cychc module in a\M] is

weakly R-injective (or R-tight) with respect to M;

(e) M is locally Noetherian and every uniform cyclic module in <r[M] is

compressi ble;

(f) Every cyclic module in cr[M] is compressible.
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PROOF: (a) =>• (6). Let N be any cyclic submodule of M. For any simple module
X G o"[M], we have X < e EM{X). By (a) , every cyclic submodule of EM{X) is
embeddable in X, and so X = EM(X) is M-injective. Therefore, X is iV-injective.
Note that any simple module which is not in a[M] is trivially JV-injective. This shows
that N is a F-module. By using the same argument in the proof that ( /) => (e) of
Theorem 3, we can show that every factor module of N has finitely generated socle.
By Lemma 2, N is Noetherian. Therefore, M is locally Noetherian.

(6)=>.(e)=>-(d)=>(e). Clear.

(e) =>• ( / ) . Let N be a cyclic module in <r[M]. Note that N is embeddable in
a factor module of a finite direct sum of cyclic submodules of M. Since M is locally
Noetherian, N is Noetherian and hence has finite Goldie dimension. Now as in the
proof that (e) =>• ( / ) of Theorem 3, N is compressible.

( / ) => (a) . First we note that every cyclic in cr[M] is compressible if and only if
every module in c[.M] is .R-tight with respect to M. In particular, by the implication
(a) =S> (b), M is locally Noetherian. Let N be a, module in a[M] and Y a cyclic

submodule of EM{N) . Since N ("I Y ^ e Y, we have an embedding Y •—* N n Y since Y
is compressible. Note that EM(Y) is quasi-injective. There exists a homomorphism g :
EM{Y) —> EM{Y) which extends / . Since M is locally Noetherian, Y is Noetherian
and hence has finite Goldie dimension. It follows that g is an isomorphism. Note that
EM{N) = EM{Y) ® Z for some Z C EM{N). If we define h : EM(N) —> EM(N)
by h(a + b) = g(a) + b for all a G EM{Y) and i 6 Z, then h is an isomorphism
which extends g. Let X = h~1(N). Then Y C X = N. Therefore, N is weakly
il-injective. D

THEOREM 9. The following are equivalent for a module M:

(a) Every module in <r[M] is weaJdy-injective (or tight) with respect to M;

(b) M is locally Noetherian and every finitely generated module in <r[M] is
weakly-injective (or tight) with respect to M;

(c) M is locally Noetherian and every cyclic module in cr[M] is weakly in-
jective (or tight) with respect to M;

(d) M is locally Noetherian and every uniform cyclic module in <T[M] is
weakly injective (or tight) with respect to M;

(e) M is locally Noetherian and every uniform finitely generated module in
<r[M] is compressible;

(f) Every finitely generated module in <r[M) is compressible.

PROOF: (a) => (6). By Theorem 8.

(&)=>(c)=*((Q=*(e). Clear.

(e) => ( / ) . Let iV be a finitely generated module in cr\M\ and P ^e N. Since M is
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locally Noetherian, N is Noetherian and hence has finite Goldie dimension. Then there

exist cyclic uniform submodules X{R of N (i = 1, • • • ,n ) such that xiR-\ \- xnR =

XiR © ••• ® xnR ^ e P. T h e n EM{N) S EM{xiR) @ ••• © EM{xnR). S i n c e N

is finitely generated, there exist finitely generated submodules Yi of EM(XXR) such

that f(N) C Yx@ ••• @Yn. Each Yi is a finitely generated uniform module and

hence compressible by (e). Therefore, we have an embedding Yi <—* Y{ (1 X{R. Define

g: Yx®---@Yn —yx1R®---@xnR by g(Vl + • • • + yn) = si(j/i) + • • - + gn{yn) for all
3°f

yi £ Yi. Then g is one-to-one and we have N t—» P, showing that N is compressible.

( / ) => (o). Similar to the proof that (/) =» (a) in Theorem 8. D
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